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Stephen Ellis/Observer

Students, facuity, staff and community members marched from Main Street at
University Way to the SUB area on campus last week to protest proposed
immigration laws. The crowd carried signs and American and Mexican flags.
Several individuals spoke out against what they perceive as injustice against the
Hispanic community across the nation.
See story on page 3
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CENTRAL PROTESTS

Photos by Stephen Ellis/Observer

Community members and
students protested Wednesday,
April 5 in part of a national
campaign against House Resolution 4437. Monday, April 10 over
15,000 people took to the streets
of Seattle in a similar protest over
the highly controversial reforms.
Some lawmakers have since
opposed the provisions of the Resolution that would make illegal
entry into the country a felony.
Another protest is planned for 4
p.m. Saturday, April 15, and will
start by the Los Cabos restaurant
with a march up Canyon Road to
Main and Fifth.

JOIN US FOR THE

APRIL 19 - 20 • 10 a.rn. - 5 p.rn.
SUB Yakarna Room
You w-ill find everyt;hing you need
to graduate at this event:
• Cap and gown • College ring
•Graduation announcements
• Diploma frames
• CWU cothing and memorabilia

www.cwu.edu/-store

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Your future is Central
CWU is an EEO/AA/Title IX Institution. TDD 509-963-2143
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Communitv and students stage
protest against immigration bill
by Seth Williams
Staff reporter

"Si, se puede! Si, se puede!" This
was just one of many chants used by
more than 40 Latinos and their supporters in a protest rally for immigrant rights
last Wednesday on the Central Washington University campus. The protest
was in response to the debate on immigration taking place in the United States
Senate.
The large group, comprised mostly
of Central students and local immigrants, marched from the Jack in the
Box parking lot on University Way to
Central's campus, enging up in front of
the Samuelson Union Building (SUB)
where demonstrations were held.
"We aren't happy with the current
administration and their limiting of the
lowest social class here in America,"
Namon Hamed, junior education
major, said. "Immigrants are required
for jobs in the lowest social class in this
country."
Many Protesters waved both U.S.
and Mexican flags and carried signs that ·
read, "We didn't cross the border, the
border crossed us," "I'm an immigrant.
Are you?" and "Educate yourself before
you make laws," among others.
Speakers emphasized the imporJuan Monroy, junior education tance of migrant workers.

major, operated a loudspeaker during
the march, and read quotes from President George W. Bush out of the "Seattle
Times" about immigrants in the U.S.
"It's important for university students
to contribute nationwide to this," Monroy said. "This protest will bring awareness to the immigration issue locally
and will help to get people heard."
The demonstration in front of the
SUB at the conclusion of the rally
included an open microphone session
in which Protesters could speak their
mind. Among the speakers was Michael
Ervin, assistant history professor specializing in Latin American studies and
modern Mexican history. Ervin spoke
briefly, saying that we are all immigrants in this country.
Other speakers included the owner
of Ellensburg's Tacos Chalitos, immigrant Elias Garcia, senior law and justice major Celia Martinez and local hay
farm worker and immigrant Saul Montago. All three gave brief speeches that
excited the crowd with one of the loudest and longest coming from Garcia,
who pleaded for the American people
to open their ears, open their eyes, and
open th_eir hearts to this just fight.

Students react to relor01s
by Karena Shellman
Staff reporter

Claudio (who declined to give his
a Chilean citizen, has been
illegally residing in Washington to
make money in order help his family
live comfortably back at home. Unfortunately, he has come into a variety of
difficult situations. He injured his knee
and needs surgery but isn't allowed
medical insurance. He doesn't have a
social security number. He pays taxes
like any other person, but has to live
without an annual tax refund.
Set to marry his American girlfriend
of one year next December, Claudio
began to fear he would soon be caught
because of his illegal status and would
be forced to return back to Chile, or
worse, thrown in jail.
"I freaked out, I was really stressed,"
Claudio said. "I thought I would have to
go back to my country and lose everything I have here."
He married his girlfriend in an Idaho
courthouse two weeks ago and will
become an American citizen in two
last name),

years. For now, he is able to use his
wife's medical insurance and wake up
every morning knowing he won't need
to fear every person he meets.
The House of Representatives successfully passed House Resolution
4437 last December, but efforts in the
Senate to pass sweeping immigration
legislation faltered last Friday, leaving in
doubt the prospects for a pa.ssage that
offered the hope of citizenship to millions of men, women and children living in the United States illegally.
Assistant professor of history and
director of Latin American studies,
Michael Ervin, said the illegality issue is
not between the liberals and the conservatives.
"I don't think the problem is
defined. Is the problem illegality? Is it
the shadow? Is it fear? There's a lot of
different issues," Ervin said.
Still, nationwide rallies and protests
haven't gone unnoticed. Protesters have
been urging Congress to help the millions of immigrants settle here legally.
Thousands of people have been participating in boycotts nationwide. In 1O

states alone, approximately 500,000
people have rallied against the bill. Last
Monday, marchers flooded downtown
Seattle, participating in the "National
Day of Action for Immigrant Justice," a
protest that swept cities across the
country.
A Comcast poll found people are
now likely to mention immigration as
the most important problem facing the
United States today.
In 2004, between 200,000 and
250,000 undocumented immigrants
lived in Washington State. Central
Washington University students and
faculty have recently voiced their opinions regarding the possible deportation
of illegal immigrants.
"It's not a just law, it's unfair to

Rail
Paid Internships Available!
Vi&it u& at Career Que&t on April i!Dth
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STUDENTS: National walk~out
of students, faculty set for May
-Olllll

continued from 3

lt's not a just law, it's unfair to
immigrants when they're the ones
working and paying taxes, but not getting any tax returns. It stays with the
government," said Elizabeth Rangel,
senior art education and Spanish major
and member of the Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan (M.E.Ch.A.).
Central students came the campus last Wednesday in a protest against
Congress' plans to crack down on illegal immigration.
The protest and rally was organized
by M.E.Ch.A., a Central Latino club
that strives to end Chicano and Chicana oppression and exploitation. Protesters blasted H.R. 4437 in an attempt
to grab the attention of others and to
persuade the community into speaking
out against the bill.
Signs at the protest expressed opinions and urged individuals to vote
against the bill. They shouted slogans
like, Si, se puede, [Yes, we can]," and
"The people united will never be divided."
A Latino man held a sign that read,
"After I built your home and grew your
food, why do you treat me like a criminal?" Skits were performed that portrayed what life for an immigrant could
be like if the bill passed. Flyers were
consistently passed out to passersby,
giving them insight as to what the bill
entailed.
"We had community members
come out, students and people from
Yakima to help protest," Rangel said.
"It was a good group; at least we got
heard."
Victor Ruiz, sophomore psychology major and a member of the Bridges
Project, opposes the bill and has
involved himself in community work
to help undocumented students gain
scholarships and attend institutions
without having to pay a high amount.
Like others, he too has a lot of friends
who are illegal immigrants and said
they feel confused and fearful of what
may happen.
"Most of them want to go to college, but can't afford it, so they work
instead," Ruiz said.
Washington State does not have a
statewide diversity plan complemented by institutional plans at colleges
and universities. But this should not be
misunderstood as an absence of programs, projects and initiatives
designed to make campuses more welcoming.
"H.R. 4437 will have a tremendous
impact on not only our society, but
institutions of higher education as
well," said Leslie Webb, director of the
Diversity Education Center.
Djordje Popovic, program director
for the Diversity Education Center and
a legal immigrant from the country formerly known as Yugoslavia, had strong
opinions regarding H.R. 4437 and
immigration in general.
"Why do people move to a foreign
place?" Popovic said. "Nobody
[moves] unless something forces them
to. In my case, I had to run away from
a war. For others, their agriculture is
destroyed so they can no longer provide for their family."
Popovic, now a U.S. citizen and
graduate from Central, spoke about
immigrants being an easy target. In a
speech Popovic had prepared and presented called: "We are here because
you are there" he discussed the threat
immigrants bring to the United States.
"We are already here, and that
means that the threat is already here;
we brought it with us," Popovic said.
Popovic also believes that this bill
only seems to target one particular
race. He described how customs, Ian11

to

I

guages and skin colors clearly set individuals apart.
Popovic also believes the U.S.Mexico borders separate the wealthy
and the poor, and would vote toward
keeping borders open and free. H.R.
4437, which defines illegal aliens as
felons, also called upon a proposition
to construct a 700-mile fence along the
U.S.-Mexico border.
"It's hard .to imagine and conceptualize if [the bill] was passed," Popovic
said. "What are we going to do to
felons? Put them in camps? That's

11

Call for Commencement Speakers!
Attention Students Eligible for
Commencement Honors!
The CWU student commencement speaker
· committee will select students to present
valedictory speeches at two Eastside
Commencement Exercises in Ellensburg
Saturday, June 10, 2006, (9:30amand1!30
pm). One speaker and one alternate will be
~hosen from among four finalists for each
ceremony. Speakers l\'ill receive $200
honorariums and alternates will each receive
$50.
If you have a 3.5 GPA, you should recehe an iD'fitation
by mail. Submit written entries to Tina Morefield,
Registrar Senices, by Monday, April 24, 2006.

Additional information is available at the Registrar's
Office or from Tina Morefield at 509-963-3012.

almost 12 million people."
Along with those felons would be
the smugglers, or the people who lent
a helping hand to illegal immigrants so
they could safely cross the border and
avoid being caught.
"All doctors, dentists, churches,
people giving directions, they're all
helping. All humans helping are considered criminals with this law,"
Popovic said.
Pedro Navarrete, freshman physical
education major, has many illegal
immigrant friends who feel used, back
home in the Lower Valley of Yakima.
But even Navarrete feels backstabbed
by the U.S. government because of his
family's background.
"We put food on people's tables,"
Navarrete said. "We make a better life
here, take jobs nobody wants, establish
a family... if I were put in the situation,
it would be hard to go back home. [I)
think it's a wrong bill. It shouldn't be
passed. It's not a crime to work."
On May 1, a national strike and
boycott against the government called
"A day without an immigrant" will take
place in Olympia. The points of
urgency are No Work, No School, No
Sales and No Buying. The point of the
strike, from an Action LA Web site, is
to express how increased enforcement
is a step in the wrong direction and
will only serve to facilitate more
tragedies along the U.S.-Mexico border in terms of deaths and family separation.
Along with the national strike, the
Diversity Education Center is showing
a film called "A day without a Mexican," on May 2. The film, a fictional
documentary, portrays how life would
be like in the U.S. without the labor of
Mexicans. The film will be shown at 7
p.m. in the SUB.
"If the House bill were to [become
an] act, it would have a dramatic
impact for families and the economy
because of their dependence on labor,"
Ervin said. "I would hope if there is a
solution ... ! would hope for bridges
over walls."
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Central loses alegend: Dan Jack will be missed
by Pat Brown
Senior reporter
Dan Jack's dedication to Central
Washington University was matched
only by his care for his peers. Jack, who
led the Alumni Relations office for more
than a decade, died last Thursday at his
home in Ellensburg. He was 63.
"It's a big loss to the University, he
will be hard to replace," Rob Lowery,
media relations officer said. "He was
my best friend on this campus."
Jack made sure alumni played a role
in all aspects of the university. He realized the value of students and the connection between students and alumni.
" lnclusivity, tradition, history and
outreach to students were the most
importqnt facets with his approach to
alumni work," said Nate Harris, university relations event planning officer.
Associated Students of Central
Washington University Board of Directors president Tony Aronica said Jack's
goal was to make Central be seen as a
larger community, which included current students, alumni and the campus
community. Aronica says he was very
enthusiastic about homecoming and
personally drove the fire truck in the
parade before Wellington's Wildfire, an
event be helped coordinate.
"That was really rewarding working
with him," Aronica said.
Jack was a huge supporter of Central
athletics and could be seen sitting in the
fire truck at every home football game,
sounding the siren every time the Wildcats put points on the board. He helped
Central get the bell rung at home games
every time the Wildcats scored, and
worked with Western Washington Uni-

versity in the creation of the Cascade
Cup trophy. He also played a crucial
role in creating and coordinating the
Battle in Seattle.

His contributions to athletics could
be seen in spirit as well as in his work.
Aside from sounding the siren at home
football games, he also attended most
home sporting events and sometimes
traveled with the team. This past season, he joined the men's basketball
team in their road trip to Alaska where
the Wildcats secured a berth in the
NCAA Division II playoffs.
"He was always there to support you
whether you won or lost," John Zamberlin, football coach said.

Jack helped with all the behind the
scenes work. Zamberlin recalls a time
when "Remember the Titans" first came
out in theatres and Jack coordinated to
have the whole team go and see it.
Zamberlin wants to memorialize
Jack by having the football team wear
his initials on their football helmets next
season.
"As a team, we want to recognize
him and I think that would be a good
way to do it," Zamberlin said.
Jack was committed to Central's tradition, history and heritage. He had a
collection of Central memorabilia and
wrote a timeline of Central's history. He
had tremendous pride for his own heritage as wel l. Jack, a member of the
Kaw Nation of Oklahoma, frequently
presented at Native American events
around the nation. He presented at the
Lewis and Clark bicentennial event in
Kansas and spent more than forty years
documenting tribal history.
Jack also helped the university purchase materials for a Native American
pow-wow drum, which is used and kept
by the American Indian Sciences and
Engineering Society (AISES) chapter at
Central. Next year whenever the drum
is played AISES will keep a seat around
the drum open in his memory.
"It's a way of saying he is always at
the drum," said Michael Ogden, broadcast journalism professor and AISES faculty advisor.
Four members of the Native American community drummed at the service.
Jack was also a founding member of
the Council of Alumni .Association
Executives (CAAE). It is a group recognizing major accomplishments in university and alumni relations.
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Dan Jack will have a tree planted in his memory with the graduating class
trees. He spent more than 20 years in Alumni Relations
·
"His vision for the Alumni Association was an open door for anybody,"
Harris said. " He'd rather be open arms
to everybody than excluding anybody."
Prior to his death, Jack started working on a book recognizing the accomplishments of Native American athletes.
Jim Thorpe was a focus of the book.
Thorpe was an athlete early in the twentieth century who played professional
baseball and football and won gold
medals in the pentathlon and decathlon
in the 1912 Olympics.
Jack, a native of Oklahoma,
received his bachelor's degree in education in 1966 and his master's degree
in education administration in 1976,
both at Oklahoma State University
(OSU). Prior to coming to Central, Jack

Services

served as the executive director of the
New Mexico State University Alumni
Association, from 1986 to 1995 and as
the associate director of Alumni Relations at his alma mater, OSU. While at
OSU, Garth Brooks was one of his student workers.
Vice President for University Relations Paul Baker says a tree will be
planted in Jack's memory. The tree will
be planted with the class year trees.
A funeral liturgy for Jack was held
Monday at St. Andrew's Catholic
Church. Jack's family requests that any
memorials be sent to the CWU Alumni
Association Scholarship, c/o Central
Washington University, Office of Alumni Relations, 400 E. University Way,
Ellensburg, WA 98926.

Presents

Quest

J<?b and Internship Fair
75 Employers> SUB Ballroom & Theatre

Educator Fair
School Districts > SUB Yakama Room

Thursday, April 20th
11 :00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

CWU Career Services
Barge 202 & 204 or 963-1921
Career Quest DETAILS - cwu.edu/~career
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Gregoire vetoes student tuition waiver funds
by Patrick Lewis
News editor

supplemental year, the feeling was that
everyone shouldn't be asking for money.
"We've got a better shot next year
Central Washington University lobbecause more money is thrown around
byists were able to convince legislators
in an operations budget year," said
to give them more tuition waiver monReykdal.
"Our perspective was that the
ey. However, Governor Christine Gregovernor's budget had numerous other
goire vetoed portions of the bill, includ"non-emergency" items in it."
ing the waiver money.
Tony Aronica, Associated Students
"I do not concur with this appropriaof
Central
Washington University Board
tion for a purpose that does not create
of Directors president, said tuition
additional enrollment slots for our stuwaivers were essential to create access
dents. Since the waiver has been in
place so long, it is also clear this is not to the institution.
"First-generation college-goers coman emergency that requires action in a
prise 53 percent of our waivers," Aronisupplemental budget," Gregoire said in
. ca said. "We serve a region identified
her budget statement.
by the HEC board as a high-need area
Nickalous Reykdal, Central's legislative liaison said that since this was a that should grant more four year

degrees."
The Higher Education Coordinating
(HEC) Board is a state-wide task-force
appointed by the governor to oversee
education in Washington. /
Central gave out more than $3 million in waivers in the 2005/2006 academic year, according to Central's
office of enrollment management. Need
based waivers take up almost 41 percent, or $1.2 million.
Graduate students, international students, athletes and miscellaneous or
merit based waivers take up the rest of
the money.
In 1992 legislators tasked universities with creating a sperate tuition fund
that would not go into the state's general fund. This was calculated by the

school's enrollment numbers. Universities were in effect reimbursed since
waivers were not removed from the
tuition fund.
Central has had an 8 percent tuition
waiver since 1992 because legislation
locked it ·in at that rate based on enrollment numbers at the time. Schools of
comparable size in the state, Eastern
Washington University and Western
Washington University have 11 percent.
"This is the fourth year we've been
pursuing the tuition waiver issue," said
Aaron Vanwart, governmental affairs
aide. "Getting this would allow us to
equal schools like Western and Eastern.
In 2D05, authority was granted to
allow Central to offer the additional

waiver percentage, but it was never
funded.
Steve Dupont, ASCWU/BOD VP of
Political Affairs, said that the 2007 biennium is crucial for future funding.
"It is critical that we convince the
legislators to extend the authority for
the waivers," Dupont said. "If not we
have to start the whole process over."
Reykdal said that the governor's
veto didn't kill support for the money.
"We've got our guns loaded for next
year," Reykdal said. "We can go into
the next session with legislative support."
The legislative focus this year had
been on K-12 education, mainly the
Washington State Assessment of Stu~ent Learning (WASL).

Stephen Ellis/Observer

Protests are likely to continue until the issue is resolved. M.E.Ch.A.
has planned another protest for 4 p.m. Saturday, to begin at the Los
Cabos restaurant, with a march to Main and Fifth.

PROTEST: TV crew,
students from Yakima join in
continued from 3

"It's good that we got
the community involved,"
senior Juanita Sylvia said.
"We let them know that we have students here in the town
that support them."
The protest gained support from outside Ellensburg as four
<11111

b.igh school students frorri Davis High School in Yakima
showed up draped in Mexican and U.S. flags.
"We're here to hopefully educate people," Martinez said.
"There's a lot of people here at Central that don't know what's
going on with immigration."
KIMA showed up near the end of the rally, giving the protesters regional exposure.
"There are a lot immigrants here in Central Washington
that are here to work, here to get educated, and here to live
and they are going to be denied the right to do all of that,"
Martinez said.
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POLITICS:

Imi:iigration bill tabled

until April 24 after congressional recess
<11111

continued from 3

between the two extremes. However,
tighter border security is the only issue
either party has been able to agree on.
Meanwhile, the restaurant, hotel
and agricultural industries, which rely
heavily on migrant workers to sustain
their operations, have favored plans for
either permanent citizenship for illegal
immigrants, or a continuation of the
status quo. President Bush has supported big business, but has also supported
tighter border controls and favors a
guest worker program that would allow
immigrants to work in the U.S. seasonally, eventually gaining citizenship.
Currently, the bill is in limbo, as the

aforementioned two-week Senate
recess went into effect Monday. Several
supporters of the bill, including Republican senators John McCain of Arizona
and Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania, have
vowed its return following the Senate's
recess. In a late-breaking story Tuesday
night, CNN and several other news
sources reported that Senate Majority
Leader Bill Frist and Speaker of"the
House Dennis Hassert made a joint
statement in opposition to any legislation that would make illegal immigrants
felons . With several protests sti 11
planned across the nation, the issue will
likely remain a vanguard of debate
when the Senate reconvenes on Apri I
24.
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City
News from around the Ellensburg community

Wildlife retune needs cleaning
Fifth annual spring cleanup still looking for Volunteers

by Carly Petersen
Staff reporter

.A

1

s spring ~ever ~its thhe Kitti tas ~allehy, sodmedcitizens are mvo vmg t emse1ves m t e o1 a age
of spring cleaning, while others are expressing
their joy for nice weather by getting outdoors.
All the time citizens of Kittitas County have been spending
outside has led to littering on the L.T. Murray wildlife refuge
area located about six miles southwest of-Ellensburg.
"People like to go shoot and goof off on the wildlife area,"
said Wayne Hunt, wildlife area complex manager of 2,000
acres in Kittitas and Yakima County. These activities lead to
much littering in the area.
"We have had everything from cars to shot up motorcycles," said Tim Whitehurst, member of the Field and Stream
Club.
The citizens of Kittitas Valley are not just sitting back and
letting the litter pile up, but are setting up their fifth annual
Durr Road L.T. Murray Clean Up.
The event will take place at 9 a.m. on Apr. 22. The goal of
the program is to pick up trash on a one and a half mile strip
of Durr Road.
In past years volunteers have been able to pick up nearly
two tons of garbage. ·
"We get parties and people dumping household trash [on
the land]," Hunt said.
This is primarily a volunteer effort with support from the
Washington State Fish and Wildlife Club as well as the Kittitas
Field and Stream Club.
Kittitas County is involved, as well as Kittitas County Solid

Photos by David Woodford /Observer

The L.T. wildlife refuge is not only a place for animals, but a place for
recreational activities. The large amount of activity in the area correlates
with the amount of garbage that piles up.

Transportation
plan in motion
by Taishi Kanamaru
Staff reporter

Transportation is one element of
Ellensburg's Comprehensive Plan and
Goal which is about managing changes.
The union reflects the needs of Ellensburg residents.
According to the plan's official Web
site, the transportation system ensures
reliable movement of goods and people, provides access to property, and
occupies almost 20 percent of the community's land area.

Existing transportation systems in
Ellensburg face issues such as the place
where traffic slows around the Interstate
90 interchange with Canyon Road. In
this area trucks, cars, residents and visitors converge on the interchange ramps
and Canyon Road, making it difficult to
turn left onto the westbound 1-90 onramp and to turn right onto northbound
Canyon Road.

Waste, who will be providing trash bags for the volunteers.
"If we don't start taking care of the land, the game department will be forced to shut parts down," Whitehurst said.
The land was purchased from Lowell Murray by t~e Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife in 1968 and has
been open to the public for recreation and wildlife ever since.
"We manage it [the land] for wildlife," Hunt said.
The wildlife in the area includes deer, elk, a variety of
migratory birds, game birds and small mammals.
"The recreational use is growing and growing, especially
for target shooting," said Hunt.
The growing recreational activities and people that use
the wildlife area has had a direct correlation with all of the littering ..
"It is an ongoing battle keeping the area clean. We would
like to educate people to take better care of the area," Hunt
said.
Anyone is welcome to get involved in the Durr Road L.T.
Murray Clean Up on Apr. 22.
The Kittitas Field and Stream Club will provide the papers
to get volunteer hours approved for people who need volunteer hours.
To get to Durr Road, head west on Umptanum Road, (the
stoplight near McDonald's), past the Damman School and
turn left off the paved road onto Durr Road.
Volunteers will mee(at the large yellow Green Dot explanation sign. Beverages, doughnuts, garb.age bags and garbage
pick up will be provided.
For more information contact Wayne Hunt at 925-6746 or
Tim Whitehurst at 929-3893.

Old electronics get recvcled
by Kayla Roumeliois
Staff reporter

Have an old computer monitor that
is pretty much useless? In Kittitas Coun-.
ty you may dispose of your old monitor
at the Kittitas County Solid Waste Program.
"The city does not have a recycling
program," said Gary Nystedt, resource
manager for the City of Ellensburg. Kittitas County on the other hand, does.
The county allows one monitor per
person to be donated to the program.
Once a monitor is donated it is taken to
the solid waste transfer station.
Reno Allphin, solid waste specialist,
said, "A person can't throw away all the

components to a computer; we request
that they choose one."
When solid waste has received
enough monitors, they are shipped to
the Total Reclaim Company. Upon
arrival they are immediately shipped to
a local prison in Utah where inmates
retrieve "precious metals and anything
toxic," Allphin said.
Monitors get recycled in many different ways.
"We just recycle it in the most feasible way," said Allphin.
· According to a Household Electronics Disposal Price Guide in 2006, the
disposal costs for additional components such as a central processing unit
(CPU), keyboard, laptop, monitor,

mouse, printer or scanner range from
$.50 to $10, but is tax-free. Other elec-

tronic items vary in price.
11
1 had no idea Ellensburg did this
type of thing! I wish I would have
known this last year," said Heather Yergen, Central alumna.
Some manufacturers like Dell, Gateway, Hewlett-Packard and IBM provide
mail-it-back or other reuse and recycling programs. These can be found on
the Electronic Industry Alliance's Web
site, according to the Kittitas County
Redµce, Reuse, Recycle handbook.
for additio~al information, you can
visit Kittitas County Solid Waste located
on 925 Industrial Way, or by calling
962-7542.

\
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Coalition plans to make 1-90 animal triendlv
by Kevin Haubrich
Staff reporter

Wildlife Bridges Coalition a chance to
make transportation safer for the
wildlife, as well as protect the people
who travel 1-90.
"The main goal of the coalition is to
make 1-90 a safer means of traveling
and to preserve the population of elk,
deer, and bear," Watkins said.
The closest bridge project to El lensburg is in preparation and will be decided upon this spring. The proposal is to
expand lanes from four to six on 1-90
between Hyak and Easton.
"So far, only the environmental
impact statement is funded, with a preferred alternative to be announced in
late spring of 2006," said Project
Spokesperson Mark Pettite.
One other project which will be presented in the spring, is a squirrel crossing that will also be proposed this
spring.
The coalition will only support the
projects if impacts are mitigated and
crossings of the highest standards are
incorporated into the new 1-90 design.

The surrounding areas of Interstate
90 hold many homes to many different
types of unique habitats. With more
than 27,000 vehicles using 1-90 daily,
and with the number of drivers only to
increase with the surrounding development, it is safe to say that 1-90 will be in
need of some improvements in the near
future. The 1-90 Bridges Coalition has ·
taken a unique approach on making
Snoqualmie Pass a better means of
transportation for all drivers.
Just east of Snoqualmie Pass in the
Cascade Mountains, the state's Department of Transportation is proposing to
expand 1-90 from four lanes to six in the
Megan Hansen/Observer
near future. The 1-90 Bridges Coalition
is acting in favor of this by adding their
The idea to make road~ a safer path for animals is not a recent trend. Ellensburg has signs throughout the
wildlife bridges to the expected plans.
community warning motorists of the potential encounter of birds, such as ducks and quail. Signs are
The 1-90 Bridges Coalition is a fourstrategically placed in areas near the Ganges where ducks are likely to be.
. .
year campaign that has played a leading
The 1-90 Wildlife Bridges Coalition
The package helped fund more than
role in acquiring and protecting more associate for the 1-90 Bridges Cogtition.
than 34,000 acres of forest habitat since
Their proposed projects ~include receives much of their funding through 270 other road and bridge projects in
May 2000. Most of the protected lands building wildlife overpasses an under- the State of Washington from a combi- Washington state.
The Bridges Coalition also receives
are in the immediate vicinity of the 1-90 passes across 1-90 to help sust in and nation of different funds. One of the
protect the wildlife habitats. A ·mals newest additions to their funds was a funding from the Department ofTransFor more information contact The
project area.
"The intent of the projects is to make use the passes, which are designed to $.09 gas tax bill passed in 2005 by the portation on the basis that "they are , Wildlife Bridges Coalition at (206)-675transportation on 1-90 safer for both par- look similar to their natural habitats, to Legislature, known as the Transporta- enhancing transportation." These fund- 9747 or v1s1t their Web site
tion Partnership Funding Package.
ing opportunities have given The www.i90wildlifebridges.org.
ties," said Jenn Watkins, conservation travel back and forth across 1-90.

Spotted owl seeks habitat
Kittitas Co'unty
Audubon Society
submits proposal
for Yakima River
by Kyle McCormick
Staff reporter
The Northern Spotted Owl has been
considered an endangered species
since 1993, and its numbers have
declined by 50 percent over the last 10
years.
Only 2,000 owls remain with onethird of the population living in Washington state and private forest land.
That is why Kittitas County is trying
to do all they can to save a piece of land
for the owls and not for loggers.
The Kittitas County Audubon Society submitted a proposal to the Washington State Department of Fish and

Wildlife to buy 71 acres of forested
habitat in the Yakima River Watershed,
hoping to receive Federal Land Grant
money in the amount of approximately
$2.3 million.
They find out if they have received
this grant in October of this year. If logging does not occur in this area, other
ahimals such as the Canadian lynx, gray
wolf, wolverine and bald eagle would
also benefit.
Saving too much land not being
used by humans could also be potentially bad, since Washington would not
be the livable state it is without all the
logging it has done.
According to the Pierce Report, an
official report given by the Department
of Fish and Wildlife, "fifty-nine thousand acres of suitable owl habitat on
non-federal land has been logged since
1996."
An additional 6,300 acres, or 44
percent of the owl's remaining habitat,
has been logged on federal land as well,
meaning that since 1996, at least

65,300 acres, both federal and private
land, have been logged.
If those forests were still intact,
countless homes and businesses around
Washington would not exist for the sake
of saving an animal.
The Kittitas County Audubon Society joined the Seattle Audubon Society
last year to file a complaint against the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
There were three main reasons
behind the lawsuit; the Service's lax
approach to Spotted Owl recovery
planning, the concurrent seven percent
annual decline in the Washington Spotted Owl population and new threats to
the species.
The service never determined that a
recovery plan would not promote the
Northern Spotted Owl recovery, nor did
the Fish and Wildlife Service finalize or
implement a recovery plan.
The Fish and Wildlife Service
intends to complete a recovery plan for
the Northern Spotted Owl by December 15, 2007.

The University Store is relocating to the Wildcat Shop.

Join us for our moving sale!
You•H find new bargains throughout the store everyday.

•

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Your future is Central.

www.cwu.edu/-store

CWU is an EEO/AA/Title IX Institution. IDD 509-963-2143

PLAN: City explores wants,
needs before going forward
<11111

continued from 7

Goals of the transportation change
include providing a community transportation system that moves people and
goods efficiently and continues
improvement of the overall appearance
and physical condition of the community.
Although the City of Ellensburg and
Studio Cascade, a community planning
and design firm, have been thr~mgh the
process of setting up the transportation
plan, it is still unclear as to what exactly
is going to happen.
"It's kind of vague at this point," said
William Grimes, principal of Studio
Cascade.
One thing Grimes is sure about is
the plan will emphasize the importance
of bringing more people to town.
"I think most of what they [the city]
are concerned are peopl,e from other

places. It's basically for the comers."
- Ryan Lyyski, Ellensburg City engim~er, said, "The transportation plan is
looking at what the existing condition is
. and what we need to do for the future."
The plan is still in the first stage of a
rough draft; therefore, the key is the residents' opinions.
Central Transit, a service offered to
Central Washington University students, has been helpful to those students who do not have a car t9 go to
downtown, and the number of riders
had reached 10,000 last month.
Andrew Tan, English as Second Language student who .takes the transit
almost every day to go grocery shopping, said, "I really like the idea of this
[transit system]."
Possible transit systems for the
future, like Central Transit, will likely
gain popularity with residents as well as
the number of people who choose to
walk or bicycle, in lieu of driving.
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INSIDE
• State-of-the-art Tiered Seat Theater
• 1000 Seat Ballroom
•Conference and Meeting Rooms
• ASCWU-BOD Offices
•Student Lounge Spaces

• Student Services Offices
• Espresso & Smoothie Bars
• 88.1 FM . . the 'B~rg Studios
•The Wildcat Shop
• Dining Services.

•Two Retail Spaces

WHAT'S

HAPPE ING
Monday, April 24 • Doors Open at Noon
Afternoon celebration from noon until 4 p.m. wiU include cake, refreshments, live music by Danny Django
and caricature drawing by Steve Hartley_ Free late ·afternoon BBQ and viewing of the ''eighth wonder of the
world;'' King Kong (2005) in the new theater at 7 p.m.
Throughout the week there wm be interactive e~ents in
the new Student Union for all to enjoy, including music
by Eric E. and much morel

FREE

OVIES, MUSIC & COMEDY

Movies ......................-~-................._~~~~~.......................--.....-_.._
fridayj May 1 •Good Night and Good luck

Sunday, May 7 • March of the Penguins
Monday, May 8 • Chronicles of Narnia
Sunday, May 14 •Enron-Th~ Smartest Guys in the Room
Monday. May 15 • Wedding Crashers
Sundayj May 21 •Murder Ban
Monday. May 22 • 40 Year Oid Virgin
Music .

~

..,

u...

.. • ~ .....

Friday; May 5 • Clinton Fearon in the Pit for Noon Tunes
Saturday., May 6 • Four bands with Coretta Stott; Secret lives
of tne Freemasonsi Grace Gale, and Valeyra
Thursday, May 11 • Raining Jane concert
.....~m
Friday, May 12 • An (?vening with tomedian

Comedy

..

Kerm~t .Apio

/

I
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PINION
Across the
United States
thousands of
immigrant
workers have
been walking
the streets in
protest against
the immigration bill that
Rachel
was passed
Guillermo
last December
Editor-in-Chief by the U.S.
House of Representatives. The law states that living
in the United States illegally either by
sneaking over the border or over-staying a visa is a violation of the civil
code, not the criminal code. Sneaking
across the border is currently a criminal misdemeanor. The immigration
legislation passed by the U.S. House
would make it a felony to live in the
United States without authorization. In
all the media coverage of the protests

the country has been pulled into this
sympathetic stage for immigrant workers and has clouded the real issue at
hand; they are here illegally.
By no means am I against having
immigrants working in the United
States. As a first-generation American,
I understand why people leave their
home country to seek work in the U.S.
I remember stories my grandfather
used to tell us about how he left the
Philippines to find work in the United
States because he wanted a better Iife
for his family. However I believe that
there is a wrong way and a right way to
do things. Anyway you slice it, entering a country illegally is the wrong
way.
The easiest way to understand both
sides of the situation would be to apply
the analogy of a stranger in your home.
How would you feel about someone
coming into your home, eating all of
your food and then deciding to live
there becasue they thought it was a

nice place to live? That would not be
acceptable to most Americans.
Then compare that to someone
coming to your home, cleaning it from
top to bottom, having an entire meal
ready for you when you get home and

program. The idea was formed in
many ways. The first, outlined by President Bush, would allow foreigners
outside the United States to apply for a
temporary work visa. Other suggestions would give millions of undocumented immigrants
already in the country
the right to stay legally.
A major concern for
immigrant workers
(especially students) is
that if the bill is passed
as it is, not only do
undocumented immigrants get charged with
a felony, but anyone
who knows of an undocumented
immigrant and doesn't turn them in,
they could be too. Meaning if you
know uncle Jose is working in the
fields illegally you have to report him
or you face felony charges.
Most of the workers immigrate here
because there are better job opportuni-

OBSERVANCE

Immigrants; damned ifyou
do, damned ifyou don't
then eating the scraps you left behind.
I think most people would agree with
me when I say that I would rather have
the second person come live with me.
This sympathetic attitude has divided the country all the way up to .Capitol Hill. The major issue surrounding
the debate has been a guest worker

ties for them and their families. But the
reality is that immigrant workers are
underpaid and over worked.
Economically as a country we have
become dependent oil these workers.
Farmers are no longer raising large
families to help with the farm. With
cheap labor, farmers are still able to
run their farms and sell their goods at a
price the American public can afford.
Entire fields can go unharvested
because there are not enough workers
to pick the crops.
Socially and morally .we are compelled to treat immigrants no different
than anyone else in this country with
fair working conditions and wages.
Our country was made on the backs of
immigrant workers trying to make better lives for themselves. We should not
deny them that right. Part of the
responsibility of living in the United
States is obeying the law, which an
illegal immigrant is not.
Life isn't fair.

CBC cooks up salmon with side of irony
,

.

Ever a fan of the con"fun BBQ" was in fact cept of irony, I was espewait for it - a "savory
cially humored last week to"
salmon" BBQ. Take a
find that Central Washingmoment for that to sink
ton University's Civic
in ....
Engagement Center (CEC)
Like anyone, I was
had exposed itself to sometickled by the fact that a
thing of a public relations
project to help save
gaffe. An "Observer" article
salmon would be immelast week, entitled "Saving
diately followed by a
salmon: students plant trees
gluttonous salmon
Paul
to preserve coho habitat in
lunch. I figured that on
Balcerak
Yakima River basin," prethe "PR Blunder Scale,"
viewed a community servAsst. News
this was somewhat
ice event geared toward
equivalent to a wet bar
editor
cleaning up a local Coho
being featured at the
salmon habitat. The pronext town hall underage
gram was sponsored by
drinking meeting.
Cascade Land Conservancy (CLC) and
But my zest for PR errors soon led
the Yakama Nation in conjunction with
me to wonder why such an obvious
the Yakama-Klickitat Fisheries Project
contradiction of terms was allowed to
and included volunteers from the CEC.
go unnoticed. Surely amongst the
The article described the day's
aforementioned deluge of acronyms,
events: a clean-up effort featuring sevsomeone in a PR position or otherwise
eral natural resource management prowould have noticed this, right? Kelly
fessionals followed by what Observer
Clark-Larimer, a Central alumna and
reporter Karena Shellman termed "a
project coordinator for the event, said
fun BBQ and potluck afterwards." But
she was under the impression that such
lhat was only half the story. What the
a meal was traditional for the event in
article failed to mention was that the
question. "Under the impression" only

.

goes so far though, and Clark-Larimer
was also quick to point out that she is a
non-enrolled member of the Yakama
Nation and thus could not serve as a
voice for the group.
More importantly, what is the CEC's
involvement in the project? After all,
the CEC stood as the sole representative for Central in relation to this project.
"I'm only the ambassador for the
opportunity [to participate in the project]," said CEC Director Lorinda
Anderson. "I didn't even go on the
excursion. I would want to research
[the barbecue] pretty thoroughly
before I made a glib comment about
that because that's something that
could be very sacred or very important
to a culture."
Might I suggest that a little
"research" be done prior to entering
into a partnership with any kind of
group, no matter how noble their
intentions may seem? It's not like the
CLC orYakama Nation was serving up
Soylent Green at the event, but put in
context with the goal of cleaning up a
salmon habitat, the idea of a salmon
barbecue is not one that I may suggest

the CEC should have associated with.
Furthermore, this isn't exactly the
first time in the last few months the
CEC has made a questionable decision
in regard to sponsorship. An article in
last quarter's Mar. 2 edition of "The
Observer," that I myself wrote, detailed
an outcry over content contained in a
CEC poster campaign promoting Total
Relief Week. While the posters sought
to mock their audience through clever
catch-phrases such as, "Looks like he's
missed a few meals" superimposed
over the pictures of starving Third
World children, members of the Diversity Education Center (DEC) and Black
Student Union (BSU) took issue with
the ads, arguing that the posters
mocked those pictured in them. A
meeting was eventually held between
the DEC, BSU and CEC in which it was
agreed that the most offensive posters
would be given more "politically correct'' headings, even though the
posters' creator, April Williams, felt
they should have remained
unchanged.
At the time, though I remained
objective in my reporting, I was having
trouble seeing the issue through the

eyes of the Diversity Center and BSU. I
understood the intent of the posters to
be accusatory toward students who
may complain about living in a
cramped dorm space or a poorly insulated apartment. The CEC had even
pre-screened the posters before several
hundred students and received no
complaints. And with the number of
Total Relief Week participants the ads
had reportedly drawn-close to 400-1
failed to see any reason why they
should be changed.
In light of this latest foul-up, however, I'm beginning to question the
CEC's ability to adequately manage
itself in the public eye, but also to
maintain a firm stance on any given
issue.
If they didn't want the Total Relief
Week posters changed, then why did
they change them? And if more
"research" was needed for the salmon
barbecue, why didn't they do it? Everyone falls victim to public screw-ups at
some point, even publicans such as
"The Observer." But at least we're willing to take responsibility for our mistakes, correct them and stand accountable for any resulting backlash.
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LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR

AlRlGUTY CARLOS. JU~T PASS OUT AUOTili 1.000
Al>Jb YOU WILL '6.T TWAT QUARTffi l PRa,\IS[D

Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. Monday the
week of publication, must
be typed, less than 300
words and must include
your name and phone
number. Only one retter a
month wi II be accepted
from an individual.
Anonymous letters will
not be published.
The Observer reserves
the right to edit for length,
style, grammar and libel.
Prease mail or e-mail
letters to: The Observer,
Central Washington
University;
observer@cwu.edu or by
fax to (509) 963-1027.
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Student's question answered by BOD member
I would like to thank
project has always been
April 23, 2006.
Ms. Jenn Turner for her
The opening is, howopinion piece in last week's
ever, four weeks into
Observer in regards to the
spring quarter·and we
opening of the Student
Union portion of the Sturecognize this. Four
years ago, while obtaindent Union & Recreation
ing bonds forth is masCenter. I know that she
sive project the Board of
brought up a question that
Trustees approved the
has crossed the minds of
bond package continmafly during the last
Jeff
month.
gent on a particular start
Rosenberry
We are opening on
date for the fees. This is
Guest
where the beginning of
Monday, April 24th at
spring quarter 2006
noon. Construction workColumnist
comes from. When the
ers and furniture installers
project began it was
are working round the
thought by some that we could open
clock to ensure a smooth opening.
early. As we moved closer to Jan. 3 and
However, contrary to Ms. Turner's edithe opening of the Recreation Center,
torial we are opening on time. There
was never an official statement indicat- construction efforts were centered on
opening that part of the facility on
ing an April 3 opening. In fact the conschedule. As construction moved fortract for substantial completion of the

ward, it became evident that we would
not be able to open early, but on the
original opening date.
I realize that paying the full $64 and
having the doors open four weeks into
the quarter is not ideal. Ms. Turner's
calculations of that time in which the
building is not open are very close.
After having the Student Affairs Fiscal
Manager compute the accurate esti·mate, the amount that each student has
spent without the doors open comes to
$23.83 per student, roughly equaling
$170,000 compared to the before mentioned $216,000.
It may seem like a portion of that
$64 fee goes to pay for Dining Services
and the Bookstore, however this is not
the case. The $64 fee goes entirely to
the operational costs and the bond payment for the Student Union portion of
the project. This includes the new theater and ballroom, meeting rooms for

clubs/organizations, open spaces for
studying and wireless internet, the
Scheduling Center and Information
Booth, student services like the Center
for Excellence & Leadership, the Diversity Education Center, the Civic
Engagement Center, Empowerment
Center, Student Government, Campus
Life Administration and Publicity, the
Equity & Service Organizations and
KCWU 88.1 The Burg.
Dining Services and the Bookstore
pay for their portion of the bond payment out of revenue they create. Essentially these entities pay their own way
for their space in the building and offer
great services to students.
Let me assure you that the
$170,000 is not being saved for a rainy
day. There is a committee that has been
put in place to ensure that the money is
put towards amazing events, programs
and promotions as the building opens

to you. Students can expect to see free
movies in the theater, samplings at the
coffee/juice bars, a free BBQ on April
24 and a plethora of other events and
activities.
All of this is being done to thank
you for your patience. We are very
excited for this historical move and the
process has already begun as many
departments have started moving into
their new offices. I continue to the visit
the building daily and will attest to
how magnificent this facility will be.
We hope that you will join us and
explore your new building and its
amenities. As you are walking by the
project, please thank those people that
are working so hard, for keeping you in
mind. And a special thank you to all of
the students at Central for your
patience during the final completion of
your building as we open the door to
your future.

••
0.raduatiot1 is Saturday Jut1e 10, 2006. Set1iors tftake sure you have your affairs it1 order. •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

DEADLINES
The Observer office, located in Bouillon 222, is
open weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Submissions can be brought to the office,
e-mailed to Observer@cwu.edu, mailed to
Observer at Central Washington University,
Ellensburg, WA 98926 or faxed to (509) 963-1027.

NEWS
• Friday, 5 p.m. - Entertainment,
meetings, calendar events.
• Monday, 3 p.m. - Weekend sports
information.
• Monday, 5 p.m. - Letters to the editor.

STAFF
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Michael Bennett
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Anna Chopp
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Ashley Rogers
Andrea Loehndorf
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Lois Breedlove
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Christine Page
The Observer is printed by Daily Record
Printing, Ellensburg
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ADVERTISING
• Thursday, 5 p.m. - Display ads.
• Monday, 5 p.,m. - Classified ads.

To contact an advertising representative, call our
business office at (509) 963-1026 or fax information to (509) 963-1027.
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400 E. University Way
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by Andrea Rust
Staff reporter

The weather is warming I.IP and the days are getting longer, which means ifs the perfo.ct time for spring f!m,vers and plants. Not only do plants
add color and life to a room, they also keep people healthy by giving off oxygen.
1
' Because they are alive, they affect your environment in a different way," said Donna Ullman, sales employee at Bloomtime Gardens. "They also help you to not be so self-centered because you have to keep them alive/'
·
Many of the "early bird'' spring flowering plants come from bulbs that were planted in the foll, but if you didn't plant bulbs
yourself, yqu can still buy flowering blooms from a local nurse1y or garden center.
''Plants are good for lifting the spirit," said Kathy Williams, owner of Williams Florist.
, Spring is also the perfect time to plant seeds indoors to prepare them until they are mature enough to be moved outside or
into a larger container. Plants that start from seeds are healthier than those purchased out of a container because their root
systems give them a better base than most of the older plants that come pre-planted.
''ln May, al! kinds of annuals and perennials come into season," Ullman said.
An annual is a plant that completes its life cyde in a year or less. lt goes from a seed that germinates and grows,
blooms, sets a new seed and then dies all in one growing season. A perennial is a non ..woody plant that Hves for more
than two years.
Spring is a.!so the season for 1'bare roofl planting. These are also plants that come k>ose in cartons for immediate
planting. Plants in this category consist of fruit and shade trees, berries, roses and grapes.
"Early season is when we sell a l<iof bare root plants,'' Ullman said. ;;Trees and shrubs ar<:' popular during
this time of year.''
Roses \Nil! bloom in the summer months if they are planted in the spring. Pansies and violas are colorful
container plants that are considered some of the better spring flowers. They can be found just about anywhere and are fairly inexpensive.
_
·
"Pansies are designed to be a short term plant,.'' Ullman said. "But they are inexpensive and give you a
spring lift."
Most students are interested in indoor plants that can be kept in dorm rooms; apartments or offices.
Many indoor plants don't require a lot of maintenance and don't need much light to survive.
"Even fu!! sun coming through a windovv doesn't give plants enough light/ Ullman said. "Look
for year-·round plants with good foliage that will grow well in low light."
While there are a variety of indoor plants that will survive, there are a particular few that do better than others.
"African violets are wonderful indoor plants that have lots of colorful foliage," Ullman said.
Bathrooms are another great place to grow indoor plants.
"Tropical plants like it warm. They grow great in bathrooms because of the heat and mist
from the shower/' said Kandi Kukes, manager of Williams Florist

Keeping plants a.live can be tricky, but there are a lot of tips you can fo!lo\V to keep your
indoor or outdoor spring plant alive, especially by following the care tags that crnne with
plants or seed packets.
"If it doesn't live, don't get discouraged," Ullman said. "Let it go and try
again."
Many of the local nurseries and garden
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Something's brewing in
Ellensburg :microbrews
brewery in Ellensburg. His resume
includes work in Nevada, California
and most recently in Winthrop, Wash ..
Experience, quality and a passion
"Out of all the four breweries I
for brewing are just a few reasons to try worked at, I took the things I liked and
Jim Quilter's Iron Horse Brewery brand made it into this/' Quilter said.
of beer.
Quilter chose to start his business in
Quilter opened his brewing busi- Ellensburg because he loved area. The
·ness in Ellensburg in 2004 after spend- community was very receptive to the
ing 23 years learning and perfecting the idea of a local brewery and the location
art of beer making. Quilter runs the in the center of the state allowed for a
business o·n Prospect Street with the larger extended market. So far, the Iron
help of his wife, Cheryll, and on occa- Horse Brewery only distributes to cities
sion, his four daughters.
on the east side of the Cascade Moun"I have clean beer and that's what I tains including Wenatchee, Spokane
aim for," Quilter said.
and Walla Walla.
Quilter offers four drafts he created
The name for the business came
called Rodeo Extra Pale, Brown Ale, from Quilter's first trip to Ellensburg to
Loco Motive Ale and India Pale Ale. He , look at prospective buildings where he
has also started to offer a seasonal stout could open his business. He and his
in addition to the four regular brews.
wife had hopes of opening the brewery
"Ir.on Horse produces a great dark .at the train depot and thought th~ name
ale; and has been a previous supporter would gQ well with the location.
of student activities and club senate/' Although they were unable to open the
said Tony Aronica, Associated Students brewery in that particular building, the
of Central Washington Board of Direc- couple decided to keep the name.
tors President.
"Cleanliness is the big thing," QuilQuilter said he keeps the stouts as a ter said concerning his secret to creatseasonal brew in order to provide ing quality beer.
Quilter's operation produces the
something new that might fit the weather a bit more.
equivalent to 30 kegs in a day. In addiQuilter gained experience at four tion to bottles for sale at most major
·breweries before opening his own grocery stores in town, his beer is also
by Caitlin Kuhlmann
Staff reporter

Some businesses
that carry Iron Horse
•
•
•
•
•
•
·•
•

Pearl's on Pearl
The Palace Cafe
Ellensburg Pasta Co.
Rodeo City BBQ
The Matterhorn
Ellensburg Inn
Happy's Market
The Yellow Church Cafe

available at many of the local bars and
restaurants. He also sells five-gallon
kegs for $4 7 and half barrels for $105.
"We plan on staying here as long as
we can/' Cheryll Quilter said of their
future plans. "We like it here and the
girls do too."
Although it is hard to find new distributors who are willing to discontinue
a larger brand in order to make room
for Quilter's brand, he finds a great deal
of publicity by regularly attending
brewing festivals and promoting his
brew through word of mouth.
Quilter also sells everything needed
to create homemade beer. Although his
friends joke that he's in competition
with himself, he loves to encourage others to take up the hobby.
·

Rachel Chiechi/Observer

Jim Quilter, owner of the.Iron Horse Brewery, and beer connoisseur
prides himself on making good, clean beer. Quilter has been involved in
creating beer for more than 20 years. He allows his past experiences to
shape the taste of his beer.

FLOWERS:
Plants to put in

The Seattle band played one free
show in the Samuelson Union
Building Pit Friday afternoon
followed by an 8:30 p.m.
performance at the Moose Lodge.
The band performed for the First
Friday Dance earlier in the year
and was invited back for a second
time. The band's music can be
described as jam/funk. For more
information about Flowmotion and
their upcoming shows visit their
Web site at www.flowmotion.net.

your office/ room
-11111

continued from 12

centers sell a lot of products to help
keep plants healthy, and many of them
are more than willing to help you
choose a plant and consult with you on ·
how to take care of it, or just give you
helpful tips.
"I always use mayonnaise and milk
to keep the leaves on my plants shiny/'
Kukes said.
Whether you want to keep your
· leaves shiny, or simply keep your plant
alive, there are a variety of resources
you can use for help.
For more information contact
Bloomtime Gardens Nursery at 9626687 or Williams Florist at 925-3176.
Or, browse through Sunset magazine's
Western Garden Book or visit Ciscoe's
Web site at www.ciscoe.com.

Justin Mumm/Observer

Never say, "I should

have.'~

Whether you1re fresh out of college or freshly retired. you
really owe it to yourself to explore our extraordinary
ALL-EXPENSES-PAID OVERSEAS OPPORTUNITIES.

Wednesday· April 19. 2006

7 to 8:30 p.m.
central Washington university
Hal Holmes Center
209 N_ Ruby St. Ellensburg. WA

Pregnant?
You have options.
l-800".9395~HELP or in Ellensburg 925-2273
Free Test. Caring. Confidential.

CARE
Located in Downtown Ellensburg at 111 East 4'h
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Palace provides home
stvle food and service
by Robbie Miller·
Staff reporter

With new houses on every corner anc;f bigname businesses shooting up like weeds, it's hard
not to notice this lovely little town is changing.
Through all the madness, the Palace Cafe still
stands as a testament to 114 years of Ellensburg
history, as well as a place to get a home style meal
made from scratch or to drink away homeworkinduced stress.
"There's kind of a moral obligation to the history of the downtown," said P.J. Bugni, co-owner of
the Palace Cafe. "Thinking about big chains coming in trying to knock the small guy off; I think
we'll always be here."
Since first opening, the Palace has been divided
into two se.::tions, the restaurant and the bar.
The restaurant has always had a "warm comfortable atmosphere," Bugni said. The same goes
for the atmosphere in the bar, but it has changed
drastically with the growth in enrollment at Central
Washington University.
The bar became especially popular because
before 1998, a business had to make 70 percent of
its profit from food to sell alcohol. The Palace was
one of the only bars in town because they sold
enough food during the day to keep the party
going at night.
Despite different atmospheres, Bugni said both
the bar and the restaurant go by the same philosophy of customer service.
"We want our bartenders to care about the
people in there," Bugni said. "Then after they've
been out drinking they come in the next day and
have some breakfast. We see that a lot. They come
in for a Bloody Mary and hash browns and gravy."
Bugni and his cousin Steve Hansen bought the
restaurant from Bugni's father in 2001, who bought

TR-All:

it from his father in 1986. Bugni's grandfather
became the sixth owner of the Palace when .he
purchased it in 1966.
The Palace was located in what is now a vacant
lot next to the Fitterer building when it first opened
in 1892. It later moved to the corner ofThird and
Main and made its way to the current location in
the Pearson building.
The Palace originally only took up the center
portion of the Pearson building, and Bugni's grandfather rented the rest of the space out to a secondhand store and a taxi service.
"As time went by and we got busier and busier,
we just kept expanding to more rooms," Bugni
said.
Bugni rents the area upstairs to artists who like
the space for the light which all the windows provide.
Becky Hollenbeck has been around for more
than a quarter of the Palace's history. Since 1974
she has held the titles of dishwasher, waitress, bartender, cook, soup nazi and "awesome salad
bitch." She has quit twice but always finds her way
back.
"I like the faryiily. They [the Bugnis] make you
feel like you're part of their family," Hollenbeck
said. "It's not like working for a big corporation.
You know their family, you know their kids and
you see their kids grow up."
Hollenbeck said the antiques and historical
photographs of Ellensburg that fill the Palace make
it feel like being in a museum.
"Others come and go," Hollenbeck said. "The
fact that it [the Palace] has been around this long, I
don't know. They're doing something right."
Senior Spanish education major, Javier
Munguia thinks it could be because of the good
customer service, nice people and the simple fact
that "it's tasty."

Rhea Quintanilla/Observer

The Palace Cafe has ..been a landmark in Ellensburg
since the late 1800s. Some people credit its success to
the homemade food and friendly atmosphere. The
inside is decorated with historical pictures of the
town and antique collect~bles.

Reconnection project plans
for local, historical trail

by Korben Cook
Staff reporter

The John Wayne Pioneer Trail UWPT), named after
the beloved actor, is in the process of being reconnected. The trail follows the former Milwaukee Railroad
track, but has been cut off by the Science building and
the new Student Union Building and Recreation Center (SUB/REC) on Central Washington University's
campus.
When completed, the JWPT will be a main crossstate link connecting Idaho to the Pacific Ocean.
Parks and Recreation Director Brad Case said the
100-plus mile trail existed before Central had been
built and is a treasured piece of Washington State history.
Since the proposal to reconnect the trail, Ellensburg city staff have met with city and state governments that are in support of the plan. The new proDavid Woodford/Observer
posed trail will connect a six-mile loop around Ellensburg and has been considered since the construction
The John Wayne Pioneer Trail, spanning more than 100 miles, is getting a makeover. The project
of the Science building.
working to re-route the trail will start at the Kittitas COunty Fairgrounds.
Although the JWPT improvements are only writ"There's a lot of access
ten on paper, the city is currently trying to obtain peralready on the trail," Case
mission for the building of the trail on certain land.
In a study conducted in 2001, trail improvements said.
The Ellensburg Gommuprojected to cost an estimated $3.3 million.
The city plans to pay for the project with grant nity is in full support of the
project and would like to see
funds.
"Since 2001, real estate rates have substantially the project finished as soon
as possible.
increased so the cost will increase," Case said.
Most Central students
When completed, the trail will open new opportudon't
know about the trail
nities to students and Ellensburg citizens which are not
reconnection, but those who
currently available.
"I've seen people running on Airport Road [and] do are in support of the plan.
Senior geology major,
Sanders Road, and they're just not safe," Case said.
The new trail will start at the Kittitas County FairWith the new trail, individuals will be able to walk, Lawrence Brown said he did
not think the reconnection would have a negative grounds and head up the east side of Alder Street. It
run, bike, ski and snowmobile safely.
will connect to Bowers Road and travel back down
In a report from KIMA 29 in Yakima, nearly one in impact on Central.
Reconnecting the JWPT would .have great public just west of Water Street, where the old and new trail
three people in Kittitas County are obese.
"Since the obesity rate is so 'high, the trail will relations value for the state, the city of Ellensburg and will rejoin.
If you would like to show your support, you can
allow people to safely exercise and recreate," Case Central. Even with all the potential the trail holds, the
city still has to obtain the money to do it. Case said it write a letter, or contact Brad Case through the City of
said.
The city does not believe that they will have to set would be helpful to have citizens and different organi- Ellensburg at www.ci.ellensburg.wa.us.
up detours or re-designate trail heads during construc- . zations and clubs around campus show their support
for the project.
tion.
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5 "1it1utes With ...
Jordatt Vatt Yoast
by Brooke Saul
- Staff reporter
After working many jobs, including banking, being a
ski bum and herding sheep on an Native American Reservation, Jordan Van Voast, of Seattle, brought acupuncture
to the small town of Ellensburg. Van Voast considers himself a modern acupuncturist. Acupuncture can treat more
than 200 commonly encountered disorders including
musculo-skeletal, gastrointestinal, respiratory and addictions.
Van Yoast has recently been to New Orleans to help
Hurricane Katrina victims and responders by giving them
free acupuncture with the emergency relief work of
Acupuncturists Without Borders. He will be presenting
images and stories from his work while he was there at 78:30 p.m. on May 12 at the Hal Holmes Center.

Q: How long have you been doing this?
A: I graduated in 1997 from Northwest Institute of
Acupuncture at the Northwest Institute of Seattle.- I
received my license in 1998.

Q: How did you become interested in this?
A: I made connections with people when I worked
in Seattle doing home care work with people who had
AIDS. I became interested in Buddhism, meditation and
then met a lot of acupuncturists.

Q: Why would someone get acupuncture?

A:

Most people come to me because they have heard
about anot_her alternative. They want more control over
health care. They also want to know how to live well.

Q: Do students get acupuncture done?

A:

Some Central students come. I had an eight-yearold come in recently. Most people who do come in are
usually in the age range from 30 to 80.

Q:

Is this a successful business in a small town like
Ellensburg?
Yes, I live simply and make a reasonable living.
The success is helping each person reach their goal.

A:

Q: How long does this take?
A: Each session takes about an hour.
Q:

How do you approach each patient? Do you ask
them questions or do you go right in and read them?
I greet them, and I get to know them and ask them
specific questions. I check their systems, talk about fluids
and monthly cycles for women and feel pulse in three different positions.

A:

Q: How many people on average do you see a week?
A: It varies. I am working two days a week in Ellensburg. I see one person an hour so I usually see eight to 10
people a day.

Q: What are the side effects?
A: Side effects include enhancing your chance of
wellness; it's a drugless relief. However, the main reason
to get this done is to tune a person in on how their body is
feeling and try to slow them down.

Q: What do the needles feel like?
A: Most people will feel a slight pinch. Many will
soon fall asleep as the energetic rebalancing allows the
body and mind to reach state of deep relaxation.

For additiot1al stories read the Observer ot11it1e!!!
www.cwu.edu/·observer
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PORTS
Softball splits series with.Western
Baseball gets back
to winning ways
Page 17

b y N olan Teasley
Staff rep orter

A large crowd was on hand to watch
the Central Washington University
women's softball team on Sunday, in
part because the team was recognizing
its fo ur seniors and their parents, but
mainly because this team is fun to
watch.
Centra: faced Western Washington
University in a Great Northwest Athletic
Conference (GNAC) double header at
the Central softball field this past weekend, losing the first game six to two, but
coming out-0n top in the second game,
two to one.
In game one, the Wildcats and
Vikings exchanged scoreless halves of
the first inning, but Central drew first
blood in the bottom of the second.
Sophomore first baseman Mallory Holtman achieved somewhat of a double
whammy, not only singling to Viking's
pitcher Jackie Quint, but hitting her
throwing hand, which unfortunately
forced Quint to the bench for the rest
the game. Western then had to unexpectedly bring in junior Ashley Osman
who in turn, gave up a double to freshman second baseman Karla Johnson.
This sent Holtman around the bases to
score the game's first run. The score
stayed at 1-0 until the top of the fifth
when the Wildcats committed three
errors that allowed the Vikings some
extra opportunities to score five runs
and take control of the game, 5-1
"Basically we gave them six outs
and they were able to score four runs
because of it," Coach Gary Frederick
said.
In the bottom half of inning five, the
Wildcats shortened the lead to three
when junior outfielder, Molly Maxfield,
scored an unearned run because of a

Bowling team hits
the lanes in Eburg
Page 18

Western error. Unfortunately, the
Vikings answered right back in the top
of the sixth when Mandy Harvey hit a
triple into center field , which scored
Ashley Barber. Barber had been wa lked
earlier in the inning by Sara Withers.
From then on, Osman found her stride
for the Vikings, keeping Central scoreless for the fi nal two innings.
Game two was highlighted by solid
defense and gritty· pitching. Quint
returned for Western after being hurt in
the first game. For the Wildcats, sophomore Meaghan Craig, whose arm had
been bothering her, played through
pain for five innings and only gave up
one run, via a solo homer by Jessica
Wilkinson in the top of the first inning.
"I'm going to have time off in a couple of months, so I might as well just
work through it," Craig said.
The Wildcats trailed 1-0 until they
showed they had some power hitting of
their own when Holtman homered to
left center in the bottom of the fourth
inning, tying the game. Craig pitched
her way out of a jam in the top of the
fifth as Western left the go ahead run,
outfielder Misty Britt, stranded on third
base. Then, in one of the final games of
her Central softball career, Jenee James
made it one to remember. Leading off
the inning, James doubled to left field,
and advanced to third base on a wild
pitch. After junior infielder Catrina
Robertson was walked, Maxfield laid
down a sacrifice bunt. She was out at
first, but it enabled James to score on a
close call at home.
"There was no coverage from the
shortstop, so I just went as far as third
base and as soon as the throw was
made, I just went," James said.
In the top of the sixth inning, Craig
began to show some fatigue, and after
giving up two singles, Central turned to

Nilsen plays a smooth
shortstop for Central
Page 19

Justin Mumm/Observer

Linse Vlahovich (37) winds and fires to to a Western Washington batter. The Wildcats and the Vikings played
two games Sunday afternoon. Game one went to Western 6-2 but Central rebounded in game two, winning 2-1.
freshman pitcher Linse Vlahovich for
the save. With runners on first and second, and nobody out, Vlahovoich faced
a very tough test. Western advanced
both runners to second and third on a
sacrifice bunt. The situation only got
more and more nerve racking for the
Wildcats with two runners in scoring
position and only one out.
After turning, an absolutely brilliant
double play, Central once again forced
Western to leave runners stranded in a

key situation. In the bottom half of the
sixth, the Wildcats were unable to add
any insurance runs, so the pressure
once again lay on the shoulders of the
youngest member of the Central pitching staff, but her· confidence seemed
unscathed. ·
"You just go out there and know you
have to get the job done," Vlahovoich
said.
And that she did, after striking out
the first batter, she received some help

Pitching stan brings the heat
by Jenee James
Staff reporter

Justin Mumm/Observer

Pitcher Daniel Valdez (12) and catcher Kevin Knutsen (21) discuss strategy on the mound. Valdez is part of a improved Wildcat pitching staff.

The Central Washington University
Wildcats pitching staff has established
itself as a force to be reckoned with.
Their hard work and determination has
put them on top.
"They are not the most talented
pitching staff in the region but they are
absolutely determined to outwork anybody they face," Wildcat pitching coach
Lloyd Gage said. "They are the hardest
working individuals I have had."
The Central baseball team has made
the tra.nsition from a power pitching
staff to a more well-rounded and technically sound group of individuals. The
Wildcats pitching staff has the lowest
team ERA in the Great Northwest Athletic Conference (GNAC) at 4.06.
Leading the way for the Wildcats are
right-handers junior Mike Morris and
senior Scott Parrish, with 2.12 and a
3.02 ERA, respectively. Morris boasted
a number 11 rankin g 'on the latest
NCAA Division II National ra nki ngs for
lowest ERA whi le maintain ing the number one spot in the GNAC as well. He is
the only GNAC pitcher ranked in the
top 40.
"The biggest difference from a year
ago is power. This is more of a finesse
pitching staff than we have had in the

past," Gage said. '~We are not going to
blow batters away with the exception of
Michael and Isaac. We are successful
because of our finesse. They throw good
pitches when they need to and live on
the corners."
Morris has improved his record to a
perfect 3-0 with 34 innings pitched and
an opposing batting average of .225.
Parrish is closely following the high
standards set by the pitching coach,
scattering 48 hits in 180 at bats for an
opposing batting average of .267. His
3.02 ERA is second amongst the team
and third in the GNAC.
Morris and Parrish are only two of
five starters and the entire bullpen has
contributed to the success of the pitching staff.
"We have five guys we can rely on,"
Gage said.
After hav1ng arm problems sidelining him fo r most of the season, senior
Isaac Finch is makfng progress and has
1
) appeared in eight games making four
starts for the Wildcats. David Jackson, a
ri ght-handed transfer fro m Tacoma
Community College, has made six
starts.
Despite the distinguished pitching
staff, the Central baseball team still has
a record under .500, but definitely
looks to improve on that. The team is 15 in the GNAC and 14-15 overall.

from junior catcher Kellf Spaulding who
picked up an attempted bunt and made
a nice throw to get the out at first. Vlahavich then picked up where she left off
and struck out the last batter, retiring the
side in order to give the Wildcats the
victory.
Although a spot in th E!' playoffs is
unlikely, the team still has lofty goals
which include finishing with a winning
record, and standing just one game
below .500 that is well within reach .

Track team
PUISUP

impressive
numbers
by Tyler Lobe
Staff reporter

Five Central Washington
U,niversity track and field athletes set Great Northwest Athletic Conference (GNAC) seasonbest marks in the twenty-fifth
annual Pelluer Invitational at
Eastern Washington University
and three Wildcats also GNAC
season-bests at the Willamette
Invitational in Salem, Ore. last
weekend.
"We are to the point in the
season where each one of our
individuals should respond well
to the tra ining in and out of
practice,"
Coach
Kevin
Adkisson said. "And they have."
In Cheney, the CWU men's
4x100 meter relay team finished
second, just one-hundredth of a
second behind the University of
Montana squad at 42.34. The
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Wildcats' weekend series cut short
basemen Tanner Swanson drove a ball
to center field and legged out a triple.
Patee then went on to hit the next batter,
There comes a time in many college and seconds later gave up another run
sports programs when the factors of the after a sacrifice fly by Nilsen scored
game can be unpredictable and Swanson.
volatile; this past weekend was definiteIn the fifth inning, Crusader left
ly one of those times for the Central fielder Tyson Burkhart hit a three-run
Washington University Wildcats base- homerun, closing the gap on the Wildball team .
cats down only two runs. Parrish
The weather seemed to change each remained on. the mound until the midtime the games started. Half of the dle of the sixth inning when senior
series would be cancelled due to the pitcher Daniel Valdez relieved and
field becoming a swamp after a con- earned himself the save.
"It was good that we got that out of
stant downpour.
Trying to start fresh from a swept the way, [breaking the nine-game losing
series against Western Oregon and a skid] it was easier to play without that
nine game losing streak, the Wildcats monkey on our back," said Nilsen.
pushed for a win against Northwest
Central went into game two facing a
Nazarene. This proved to be no easy more dedicated Crusader team. The
task even though the Wildcats had Crusaders' adjustment to their game
come away with three of four games in was immediately apparent from the
the last series they played against the start, as the Crusaders found some
Crusaders. With the morale of the pitches they could get a hold of. With
Wildcats questionable after the nine one out, Crusaders' Skyler Mantz got on
game skid and being two games behind · by taking a pitch to the body. Next up,
the Northwest Nazarene Crusaders in first basemen Harold Shultz blasted the
the Great Northwest Athletic Confer- ball over left field, grabbing the lead
ence (GNAC) the matchup proved to be with one swing. They earned another
a morale builder.
two runs in the second inning.
"They're a good team, but not
Centrals' game looked desperate, as
known for their pitching," said shortstop starting pitcher Isaac Finch was relieved
Jamie Nilsen. "We were hoping to by Adam Kemp. Eventually, Central
sweep. We had to just keep plugging started finding the holes in the Crusaders' defense, getting three people
away at it."
The game started on a crisp Friday on, and finally driving in a run from a
afternoon and senior pitcher Scott Par- double by Wildcats third basemen,
rish controlled the first inning from the Dean Tomlinson.
Just as it seemed possible for a Wildmound striking out his first two batters
and forced a ground out to second. The cat comeback, the Crusaders' added
first inning set the tone of the game another run in the sixth and then again
when the Wildcats designated hitter in the seventh. However, in the bottom
Chris Sepanski crushed the ball over the of the seventh, Central had the bases
left center field wall, giving Central the loaded and were sitting pretty, but were
unable to do anything with it.
early lead.
"I don't know what happened
The Wildcats struck again in the bottom of the third when Nilsen hit a dou- there," Swanson said. "We still played
ble to center field. Sepanski came our game, and almost came back."
The Wildcats had more chances to
through again, blasting a double past a
third baseman Skyler Mantz up the left get back at the Crusaders on Saturday.
field line, scoring both Nilsen and Craig The game began and the weather
Marshall.
turned lousy. The game continued on
Crusaders' starting pitcher Nick and turned into a great contest where
Patee's problems persisted as senior first the lead switched from team to team.
by Jordan Montgomery
Staff reporter

Justin Mumm/O server

Chris Sepanski takes a big cut during Central's double header versus Northwest Nazarene. The two teams split
both games on Friday. Saturday's contests were both rained out. They will be replayed in Nampa on May 4.

The game was stopped at the end of the
fifth inning tied up 8-8, scheduled to
continue the next time the two teams
would meet later in the season.
The two teams will finish the series
in early May at NNU.
On Tuesday, April 11, the Wildcats
went to Billings to face Montana State
in an afternoon double header. To say

that there were impressive offensive
performances throughout the day
would be an understatement.
In game one, Central put up four
runs in both the third and fourth
innings. In the eighth, they added six
more as they bombarded the overmatched Montana State pitching staff.
Montana State had some fun with

the bats as well, knocking 17 hits and
scoring in every inning but two. The
Wildcats still won 17-12.
Game two featured much of the
same offensive highlights with the Wildcats winning 11-9. Craig Marshall
picked up the win in game one and the
save in game two.
The Wildcats resume play when

Rugby season ends with playoff loss to Saint Mary's
by Elliott Stock
Staff reporter

This weekend the Central Washington University Rugby team did not
accomplish their goal of moving on to
the Sweet 16 in New York.
On Saturday, Central was outplayed
from the very beginning by Saint Mary's
University Rugby team, losing 51 to 7.
"We did not execute our game plan,
and made too many mistakes," said
Coach Bob Ford.
The weather seemed to be a problem for Central, who had to change
their game plan because of rain. Instead
of spreading the ball out to the wing

straight away, they mostly kept the ball If we played that way against any team,
on the inside.
we lose," said Wildcat junior Jon DouCentral tried spreading the ball glas.
Saint Mary's had a big contribution
when they had drawn the opposition to
the inside.
from their fly half Damian Fatonga, who
The Central Rugby team did not set up many key tries throughout the
handle the conditions well, making game. Saint Mary's also got a huge permany mistakes on which Saint Mary's formance from their outside center Volcapitalized. At one point in the first half, ney Rouse, who did not miss a kick all
Saint Mary's scored three tries in less day.
Even though the Central Rugby
than 10 minutes of play.
Saint Mary's is a team Central can squad didn't beat Saint Mary's, they
contend with, having tied with them at were able to finish the season with a
home and losing in the last minutes 27-24 victory against the University of
away at Saint Mary's in their previous Washington, who also lost Saturday to
, the University of Utah.
two meetings.
"We flat out didn't show up to play.
The Wildcats got tries from several
Available at the Wildcat Shop Garrison Keillor's newest books
at

25%0«
Be prepared for
Keillors
one-man show

April 18
McConnell
Auditorium
For a limited time after the show,
Keillor will be available for book signing.

Located m the SUB (formerly The University Store)
HOURS: Monday - Thursday, 7:30 am - 6:30 pm

Friday. 7:30 am - S pm
Saturday, I0 am - 3 pm (except holidays)

players including flanker Cameron
McVicker and hooker Joe Schmid.
Central got the game-winning try
with only minutes to go from their fullback Siupeli Sakalia, to put Central up
by one point. This victory is the first
playoff win Central Rugby has had in
four years.
According to Ford, Central's rugby
players are learning more and more
each year. The team is young, and some
players are still fairly new to the game,
so there is room for improvement.
"There is great depth and talent on
this team, and their athletic ability is
amazing," Ford said.
The victory against the University of

Washington on Sunday was a good way
for seniors Jason White and Adam Ralston to finish their Central Rugby career.
Both players put in a lot of time and
effort to the Central Rugby program,
and will be missed next season.
These are the only tWo players Central will lose, and with several promising prospects for next year, the future
looks bright for Central's Rugby program.
"We have seen the areas we need to
improve in," said Ford.
Central Rugby finished the season
with a winning record of 9-4-1, and is
looking forward to a better season next
year.
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Great

performances mark
strong weekend in
Cheney, Salem
~ continued from

16

CWU men's 4x400 meter relay team
looked flawless, finishing second,
crossing the line at 3:18.51 minutes.
Sophomore Matt Rogstad took .38 seconds off of his GNAC-leading time
while placing fifth in the 200 meters
(22.07). All three finishes were conference season-bests.
Even though Rogstad significantly
clipped time off his original conferencebest time, he said that it is a whole new
ballgame when facing rivals and that
anything can happen in the next couple
of weeks, especially in the upcoming
home meet.
Sophomore Katie McMeel placed
third in the javelin with a provisional
national qualifying and GNAC seasonbest throw of 147-05 feet, breaking the
previous school record of 140 feet. In
women's shot put, sophomore Krissy
Tandie added seven and a half inches to
her GNAC-leading mark, finishing
fourth in that event (42-10 3/4). Freshman Rachael Kaercher finished a close
second in the women's 400 meter dash
with a 58.34 second mark while junior
Terran Legard and freshman Amanda
Gius finished seventh (59.83) and
eighth (1 :00.5 7), respectively.
In the men's high jump, sophomore
Cameron Bailey placed third with a
jump of 6-06 3/4 feet, whereas senior
Cresap Watson finished fifth (6-04 3/4).
In the shot put, 2006 Indoor All-American junior Cameron Neel placed third

Justin Mumm/Observer

Members of the Wildcat track team went back to work on Monday in preperation for the Spike Arlt Invitational this weekend in Ellensburg.
with a throw of 52-08 feet, as freshman
teammate Matt Valdez finished fifth (4809).
In Salem at the Willamette Invitational, sophomore Marcie Mullen shattered the school record, posted a
national qualifying and GNAC seasonbest mark by taking first place in the
women's 10,000 meter run, finishing
the marathon in 37:25.11 minutes; bettering the national standard by 30 seconds.
"I felt pretty good about taking first
and getting under the provisional
mark," Mullen said. 1 have been train11

ing for it for a while and to break the
school record as well was a big accomplishment."
Adkisson agreed.
"It is definitely a significant mark,"
he said of Mullen's 1Ok time. "It is
great, especially since she is only a
sophomore."
Junior Sam Scotchmer took home
third place in the 5,000 meter run in the
57-person event, finishing at the
14:47.53 minute mark, also posting a
provisional national mark. Senior
Rachel Bailey crossed the finish line
third in the women's 5,000 meter run at ·

17:57.85 minutes in a 37-person field,
setting a GNAC season-best in that
event. Senior Lindy Mullen also set a
GNAC season-best mark finishing
fourth in the 1,500 meter run at 4:43.73
minutes; she also qualified for nationals.
1 am really excited about the four
who achieved provisional national
marks," Adkisson said. "They have really worked hard to be where they are at
now."
Some athletes also competed in the
Shotwell Invitational in Tacoma. Junior
Ian Wells placed second in the men's
11

javelin, chucking the rod 160-04 feet as
junior teammate Loren Harris finished
seventh (150-07). Junior Brittany Taylor
finished third in the women's 400 meter
dash at 1:01.75 as well as competing in
the 200 meter dash, finishing fourth
(28.24).
Freshman Britany Hood
crossed the line just behind Taylor in
fifth place (28.43).
The Wildcat Track and Field team is
scheduled to compete together this
weekend at home at the Spike Arlt Invitational beginning at 9:30 a.m., April 15
atTomlinson Stadium.

Yakima shuts out
Central Soccer Club

Bowling club provides
opportunity for all

by Lander Scholdt
Staff reporter

by Josh Knight
Staff reporter

Central Washington University's
women's club soccer team has kicked
its way up to a new position on the
field. Although their first game against
Yakima Community College was a 3-0
loss, the Central team held their heads
high.
"We had so much fun playing
together and we weren't down in the
dumps," freshman captain Shannon
Smith said.
Central was running late to their first
game in Yakima so they were a little
scattered right before the whistle blew.
They got into a rhythm, which enabled
them to come together as a team, but it
was not enough to save the two goals
the opposing team scored in the first
half.
"During halftime we got more
organized as a team," Smith said.
As the second half got underway,
the Wildcats held the score at 2-0 until
the last 30 minutes of the game when
the opposing team scored once again,
leaving the score at 3-0. The Yakima
club team had been playing together for
almost three years, so they knew how to
work together.
"We played really well for our first
time playing together. The Yakima team
is beatable," Smith said.
Unlike the Yakima team, Central's
club team has just begun, and although
they lost, Central still has high hopes for
wins in the future.
Smith and junior captain Rachael
Davis formed the team months ago
from scratch, and now they have the
opportunity to watch it grow with talented players.
The team will be playing in a
women's 30 and under league based

out of Yakima.
Although Central has a varsity
school soccer team, most of the girls on
the club team have made prior obligations, which do not allow them to have
the type of commitment that the school
team requires.
"The time commitment is tough,"
Smith said.
The team practices on Mondays and
Wednesdays from 2-4 p.m., and Sundays at 4 p.m. Their games are scheduled weekly on Tuesday nights at 6 p.m.
in Yakima.
During practice, the team has the
opportunity to scrimmage against the
men's soccer team, while they watch
the women's Wildcat team practice on
the adjacent field.
"I love playing with the guys, I am
not gonna lie," freshman Jeanne Dorres
said.
Each player on the team has been a
part of a high school and/or club team
in their past, yet their lives are too busy
to fully commit to the school team. The
team gathered around while each player voiced why they enjoy playing on the
Central club team.
"It is so much fun, we play hard,
and it is a great place to make more
friends," said senior Sara Berry.
Each player has their individual
strengths to offer the team, and even
though positions are not concrete, there
is still an adjustment period to be made
in order to know which player plays
best in specific positions on the field.
Each player has the ability to be flexible
on the field, which creates a stronger
and more united team.
"We are still finding our groove, but
we are really flexible," Davis said.
So, whatever incentives are for playing on this team, anybody is welcome
to participate in practices and/or games.

The Central bowling team is gearing
up for another good year of making
those pins fall while having a blast.
The great thing about the club is that
anyone can join to have some fun; and
for the competitive bowler, they have a
serious team that practices regularly to
fine tune their skills for the tournaments
they compete in.
The league is sanctioned by the
United States Bowling Congress, which
is a national organization that brings
together bowling teams from colleges
all around the northwest. Anyone who
has a team can join in on the tournaments to destroy the competition.
To join the club there is a $15 per
year membership fee, which will allow
you to bowl games at $2 per game
opposed to the regular cost of $3.75. It
doesn't matter what kind of scores you
average or how serious you are about
the sport, everyone can come for the
fun atmosphere of bowling.
To join the varsity team there is also
a $25 fee which gives you a national
membership and adds your name to the
varsity list. To determine who competes at the tournament the bowlers
bowl three games every practice to
determine each bowler's average.
The top six or seven averages represent the team at these tournaments. In
the past, the CWU team has traveled to
tournaments in cities such as San Jose,
Calif., Omaha, Neb., Las Vegas, Nev.
and Pullman, Wash. The team's goal is
to compete in 10 sanctioned tournaments per year.
Two of the stars on the CWU bowling team are Brandon Wallich and
Travis Griswell. Wallich's average is
about 180, and has a high score of 258

which he bowled at a tournament in
Utah.
Considering that a perfect game is a
score of 300, even to get close to that
score is quite incredible. Griswell's
average is 186 and has been bowling
for 16 years; he will also be the club
president next year.
The Bowling Club is for anyone who
likes to bowl and have new experiences.
The group atmosphere is casual, and
you practice the basics of bowling and
get to go on trips. The tournaments are
the times when the most competition
takes place.
"[The tournaments] are a mix of
competition and being real laid back."
said Griswell. "When you are going
head-to-head with the person across
from you, it definitely is competitive."
Other good things about bowling in
these tournaments are the atmosphere
and personalities.
"You get to hang out and talk and it
is a good way to connect with people
all over the country," said Griswell.
Wallich said that the competition
is tough; he recalled a tough tournament last year:
"We got destroyed. The team was
real competitive last year but a lot of
seniors left and we are now in a
rebuilding stage."
It sounds like a great opportunity for
Central's future bowling enthusiasts to
strap on those rental bowling shoes and
get out on the lanes.
Practices are held at 4 p.m. on Mondays and Thursdays at Rodeo Bowl.
The Bowling Club is just for fun and has
some benefits.
"You get to travel and meet new
people," Wallich said.
For more information get down to
Rodeo Bowl and tear those lanes up.
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Plavin' catch with...

Nilsen

Senior reporter

Q: What was the biggest difference
from last year to this year?

Central sophomore shortstop and
lead-off man Jamie Nilsen is the catalyst
for the Wildcat attack. I spoke with
Nilsen about walking on as a freshman
last year, ranking amongst the offensive
leaders in the GNAC and, of all things,
his passion for boat racing.

A: The biggest difference is being
able to relax. Last year was my first year
of collegiate baseball and I went into it
not knowing what to expect and it took
a little time to adjust and you're nervous
at first. This year I knew what to expect
and was able to relax.

Q: Was it tough getting respect
from teammates when you walked on
last year?

Q: You lead the GNAC in walks
with 16, what did you work on to
become a patient batter?

A: It wasn't too difficult. It was hard
at first when you're.just one guy out of
60 or 70 and you don't know anybody.
As things got finalized and everybody
came together and as long as you're ·
nice to them, they'll be nice to you. I've
met a lot of good lifelong friends.

A: I haven't made that many adjust. ments, the pitchers aren't giving me
much to hit. I had a good year last year
and put up good numbers and they
noticed that. I think they find ways to
get around me..1 see a lot more curveballs in the dirt. I just have to not play
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Jamie
by Jon Mentzer
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into what they want me to do and wait
for a mistake and hit it and if I don't get
one, just take my walk and try to score
and help my team out.
Q: What are other aspects of your
game that you focused on in the offseason?

A: My hitting. I played in a wooden
bat league and they had really good
pitching, and swinging a wooden bat
really improves your hitting. Wooden
bats are a lot heavier and not as much
pop to them. I adjusted with that and
came back to a metal bat and it makes it
seem a lot easier.
Q: I hear one of your hobbies is
boat racing, how did you get into
that?

A:lt's just kind of a family
sport with my dad and my
little brother. My dad got
me into it when I was 12
years old and I've done it
ever since. I've raced at
the top level that there is.
Q: Do you use that

line to
chicks?

try to pick up

CWU Conference Program has the following
summer positions available:
a .Conference Service Assistant/Custodial
@$8.00-$9.00/hr
u Conference Service Assistant/Laundry
@$8.00-$9.00/hr
The above positions are expected to
begin no later than June 10 and will
terminate on Sept 15.
a Conference Service Assistant/Security
@$8.50/hr
This position is expected to begin no later
than June 10 and will terminate Aug 15.
a Conference Facilitator Assistant @ $9.00/hr
This position is expected to·begin no later
than June 1 and will terminate on Aug 31.
Applications and job descriptions may be
picked up at the Courson Conference
Center, ,Monday through Friday from 8:00AM
to 5:00PM~ Applications must be returned by
April 281 2006.

CWU CONFERENCE PROGRAM
An AA/EEOfTITLE IX INSTITUTION ll TDD (509)963-2143
r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~·-·-·-·,

A: (Laughs) No not at
all. They probably wouldn't really know what I was
talking about.
Q: What do. you think
the team's chances are for
making the postseason at
the end of the year?

Pilchucl Contractors Inc., a subsidiary of the Michels
Corporation, specializes i!1 gas utility construction. We
are a premier service provider for Puget Sound Energy.
We offer a competitive wage and benefit package.
Employees work in a friendly, team-oriented environment
where quality is the standard and a strong work ethic is
valued.

A: It's going to be real
difficult for us to make any
postseason play, but we still
have a shot at making a run
at a championship. But
we'll see.
Hopefully things will go
our way against NNU
[Northwest Nazarene University] and we'll see how
things go over here [Montana State Billings] and go
on a winning streak to
counteract our losing
streak.

We are currentlg seeking the following:
full-time Project Coordinators
Summer Internships In Project management,. Estimating 6
Safety
Please visit us at the Career Quest Job & Internship Fair
on Thursday, April 20th!
Resumes can be sent to: Pilchuck Contractors, Inc.
PO Box 808 Bothell, WA 98041-0808 Attn: HR or fax
425-485-3418 or email jobs@Pilchuck-usa.com.
Pilchuck Contractors is an equal opportunity employer.

L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

OBSERVE.R CLASSIFIEDS OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS
1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE starting June 11th - September 1st!
Beautiful view of the mountains,
quiet area. Includes a garage,
washer and dryer, and 2 baths
$332 a month plus utilities. Call
Liz @ 509 429 2349
KNUDSON LUMBER IN
ELLENSBURG is looking for enthusiastic, hard-working individuals who
feel comfortable working with the
public in a retail sales atmosphere.
Knudson Lumber is currently interviewing for full-time positions in
sales and full-time positions loading
lumber and building materials. Experience in the building industry is
always a plus. Stop by at 1791 Vantage Highway in Ellensburg to pick
up an application.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
HAVE FUN & EARN$$$ &
2 bedroom, 1 bath townhouse
GREAT EXPERIENCE!!! Enjoy
Large, furnished $27 5/mo + 1/2
working with high school students
utilities. 933-4285
during residential summer school at
Big Bend Community College, Moses
. SUMMER JOB? HIRING FULLLake, WA from June 12 - July 29,
TIME MANAGERS AND
·2006. Available positions are ResiPAINTERS. $8-$10 per/hr,+ bonusdent Hall Director for $3,870
(requires a Bachelor's degree & super- es! No Experience necessary. Jobs in
visory experience), Activities Director WA, OR, ID. Apply at 888-277-9787
or www.collegepro.com
for $3,440 (requires three years of
college) and Resident Advisor for
BEA DELL CAMPUS REP$3,010 (requires 2 years of college
EARN $12/hr. Make your own hours
after high school). Room & Board
and gain amazing experience for your
and insurance provided. (509)793resume! Position starts immediately.
2008 or email: hroffice@bigbend.edu.
Go to: Repnation.com/dell to apply
Equal opportunity employer.
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE
summer & fall qrtrs in Student Village. $315/mo. (509) 963-8675

LEGAL RESEARCH BOOK
FOR SALE. Used by Prof. Francis. $10! Cheap! Great condition.
LapsanskyD@cwu.edu

3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT. Carport. Washer/dryer.
$775.00 per month includes W/S,
$500.00 deposit. Pets negotiable.
509 925-4361

~(Jl

Summer
campFireUSA Camp Jobs
Great outdoor jobs working with youth. A
variety of positions available: counselors,
lifeguards, instructors, horseback riding staff
trip leaders, cooks and more!

Visit us at Career Quest
Monday, April 20
Get the details at Student Employment in Barge
Hall #103, 963 3008. or Camp Sealth 206 463 3174
www.campfire-usa.org/camp

For a limited time, the
Observer is offering
FREE classified ads
to students on a
space available·
basis.

ADS MUST BE
EMAILED to
pagec@cwu.edu
by 5 pm Monday
Classified ad rate is $4
for the first 15 words and
20 cents a word after 15.
• No commercial ventures will be accepted
for free ads.
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MEETINGS:
Board of Directors
Fridays at 3 p.m.
New Student Union pit
Club Sena~e
Tuesday, April 18
3 p.m., Black 152
Tuesday, May 2
3 p.m.
NewStudentUnion 137

Funds Council
Tuesday, April 25
3 p.m.
Board of Directors'
2nd floor board room
· ASCWU-BOD
ELECTIONS 2006:
Filing Closes
Thursday, Apri I 19
4 'p.m., SUB 214
Campaign Kickoff
Thursday, Apri I 20
-6 p.m., SUB Yakama Rm
Primary Candidate
Forum
Thursday, April 27
Noon-1 p.m.
Student Union pit
Primary Candidate
Forum for RHA
Wednesday, May 3
6 p.m., Barto Lounge
Primary Election
Thursday, May 4
Online voting begins
at midnight, other
polling locations TBA
General Candidate
Night Forum
Tuesday, May 9
6-9 p.m.
Student Union Th.eater
General Candidate
Forum
Tuesday, May 16
Noon-1 p.m.
Student Union pit
General Candidate
Forum for RHA
Wednesday, May 17
6 p.m., Barto Lounge
General Election
Thursday, May 18
Online voting begins
at midnight, other
polling locations TBA

ASCWU-BOD ELECTIONS 2006:
• Run for student government office.
Pick up an election packet from SUB 214. Filing closes at 4 p.m. on April 19.

• Educate yourself about the candidates
and offices.

• Attend forums and ask questions.

•Vote on May4 & 18

COMING SOON •••

CELEBl<ATION
FOR THE ·MASSES!

